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We got on BOARD
–

First steps of the German Transparency Agreement 
on animal research



Results and new therapies 
from „out of nowhere“

Science has to 
explain/defend 
itself

Science feels 
misunderstood

Campaigns 
against 
research(ers)

Science further 
withdraws from 
communication

Science 
(pro)actively 
approaches the 
public

à To break this positive feedback loop, efforts from within the community are necessary

The current situation
...a vicious circle



The current situation
Public scrutiny is everywhere

Argument by researchers:
Proactive communication will 
„wake sleeping dogs“!

But: Do the „dogs actually sleep“?

Database: „Doctors against animal experiments“
https://www.aerzte-gegen-tierversuche.de/de/projekte/datenbank/2562

https://www.aerzte-gegen-tierversuche.de/de/projekte/datenbank/2562


The current situation
Public scrutiny is everywhere

Non-Technical Summaries (NTS)
Nicht-Technische Projektzusammenfassung (NTP)



The current situation
Public scrutiny is everywhere

Public and animal research opponents…

• … have access to and do read scientific publications
• … use or build databases (e.g. NTP/NTS)
• … can navigate institutional websites
• … may have other sources



The current situation
Public scrutiny is everywhere

Argument by researchers:
Proactive communication will „wake sleeping dogs“! 

But: Do the „dogs actually sleep“?

àNo!
àAnimal research is not a secret
à It is impossible to hide
àNo communication is not an option

NOT AN OPTION



World-Wide Transparency Initiatives



Alliance of
Science 
Organisations
in Germany

Partners (as of March 2021)

“ Tierversuche verstehen“



“Tierversuche verstehen”
A self-reflection

What we do
• Present opinions and discussion from within the scientific community
• Show “what’s at stake”
• Increase awareness for responsible research (better 3R implementation)
• Improve networking in the community
• Improve public outreach & communication

What we don’t do
• Political lobbying
• Political claims/calls
• Propagate a stakeholder opinion
• “brain washing“/“white washing“ à not here to convince, but to help think twice

Long-term objective
• Achieve an understanding of difficult ethical considerations behind responsible AR
• Promote fact-based, individual opinion making

No substitution for individual communication! 



Quiz/FAQ

YouTube
Twitter: @TVVde
(>1600 followers!)

platform

„Tierversuche verstehen“
Elements of communication

News-Alert / Dialogue

Website
Social Media Interaction

Chat



Podcast
Factsheets“Kompass

Tierversuche”

Press 
conferences

Discussions & Events

Talks and 
diskussionsFactsheets & 

Brochures

Press Statements 
& Interviews

Meetings/
Symposia

„Tierversuche verstehen“
Elements of communication



Towards
a German Transparency Agreement
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Für die transparente Information und offene Kommunikation 
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A German Transparency Agreement

Objective 1 

To inform transparently  

We provide the public with broad, tar-

get group specific, comprehensible and 

easily accessible information on animal 

research.

The undersigned institution/organisation pro-
vides information about when, how and why 
animals are used in research it supports. The 
objectives, general conditions and results of 
the research as well as the harm of the expe-
riments on the laboratory animals, are explai-
ned in layman’s language.

Declaration on Transparent Information and Open Communication 

about our Animal Research 

Objective 3 

To share experiences 

We consider communication as a joint task 

and support each other in this endeavor.

Active communication is a joint task of all  
stakeholders. It is based on cooperation, 
mutual support and regular exchange of  
experiences.

Objective 2  

To help shape the public dialogue

We proactively engage in a dialogue with 

society and in public reporting on animal 

research.

The institution/organisation acknowledges 
its responsibility for open and proactive, 
internal and external communication. It re-
ports on the use of animals in its media and 
public relations work on research topics and 
promotes exchange with the public through 
suitable information and discussion formats 
via appropriate channels and platforms.

Objective 4  

To publicise activities

We make our activities to promote trans-

parent information and open communica-

tion about animal experiments in research 

easily available and publish up-to-date 

information via the communication chan-

nels of the institution/organisation.

The institution/organisation publicly pre-
sents its activities and efforts to promote 
transparent and open communication across 
its communication channels (e.g. websites, 
social media, public publications). This infor-
mation is up-to-date and easy to find. 
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First steps
Elements of communication



• Growing number of signatories
• First-time involvement of private sector
• Opportunity for some institutions to transparency plans in motion
• Triggering internal discussions
• Increasing visibility of animal research
• First workshop on 22.02.2022

First steps
First Achievements



First steps
Work in progress

• Many institutions missing, yet!
• Achieving goals at differential speeds (signature ≠ practice)
• Getting everyone on BOARD is hard
• Fear of being open/exposed
• Public debate still polarised
• TVV seen as replacement for individual efforts
• A lot to learn:



Roman Stilling
stilling@tierversuche-verstehen.de

tierversuche-verstehen.de

Follow us on 
Twitter: @TVVde



„Tierversuche verstehen“
What has not yet been achieved?

• Typical confusion: 

Separation of facts from opinions

à Is animal research necessary (to achieve goal X)?
(scientific consensus)
vs.
à Is AR ethical?
(personal opinion, backed up with arguments)


